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Enterprise helps you track and sync your inventory faster. Plus, we integrate with the Sage 

100/100c ERP software you already have.

Finally, one WMS solution for all your warehouse inventory 

management, picking, and shipping needs. 

Every function you’d ever want from a WMS in one package. 

Advanced Scanning Advanced Shipping

Bill of MaterialsMessagingInventory Adjustments

Notifications

Warehouse ReportingDashboard

Pallet Tracking  
ACS Multi-bin

Auto UpdatesRMA Pack List Printing

Messaging
Give your management team direct access to your 

warehouse personnel by utilizing the built-in 

messaging feature.

Instantly message your team: 

Peer-to-peer messaging so your team can increase 

communication between each other and boost productivity 

by working together.  

When a rush order comes in 

Direct orders to process 

Send high alert messages   



Advanced Shipping Functionality
By bundling together an array of advanced shipping features, your warehouse will

operate more efficiently than ever and have a high level of control over inventory.

WAVE/ORDER PICKING. Directed picking guides the user through the warehouse by bin location for all items on 
single or multiple Sales Orders. The user stages each of the SO or items picked within a specified bin location. 

INVOICE PICKING. After entering the Sales Order and items picked, this information will send back to Sage Invoice 
Data Entry. This module is used in conjunction with Scanco Wave Picking and Order Picking. 

DIRECTED SHIPPING. Multi-order directed shipping guides the user through the warehouse by bin location once for 
all items on multiple Sales Orders and sent to Sage Shipping Data Entry. 

QUICK PICK. Single order picking for all items in all warehouse codes. Allocations are created in the bin where items 
are picked, allowing you to pack items and ship them from either Scanco Shipping, Scanco Ship Picked, Scanco 
Invoicing or Sage Shipping Data Entry. 

CONFIRM PICK. Multi-order directed picking confirms the quantities picked, guides the user through the warehouse 
by bin location and transfers pre-allocated items from one/multiple bin location into one bin location. 

COMPATIBILITY WITH ACS MULTI-BIN  

Dashboard
Retain a high-level view of your warehouse operation like never before. 

With dashboard, you can see where your inventory is in real-time.

Since 1989, Scanco has been a leading provider of supply chain automation software and services.  Since our inception, we have focused on innovative 

warehouse management solutions with a unique technology-driven approach.  Our solutions deliver unequaled efficiency and visibility for distribution and 

manufacturing companies around the globe.   

From basic barcoding to the most complex distribution and manufacturing operations- Scanco software is positioned to grow with our customers ever 

changing business needs.  We are focused on providing top-tier, fully integrated automation solutions built specifically for your ERP solution.  Today, 

thousands of world-class distribution and manufacturing companies have automated their facilities with cutting-edge Scanco technology. 

To learn more about our Sage solutions or to schedule a live product demonstration contact us at sales@scanco.com
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Better insights with configurable dashboards. 
Scanco’s configurable dashboard allows you to extract data 

that suits your business requirements and filters content to pull 

just the data you need.  Such as: 

Purchase Order

Receiving

Receipts

Sales Orders

Picking

Shipping

Invoices

Transfers

Physical Count

Inventory Receipts


